Abstract| Source separation consists in recovering a set of independent signals when only mixtures with unknown coe cients are observed. This paper introduces a class of adaptive algorithms for source separation which implements an adaptive version of equivariant estimation and is henceforth called EASI (Equivariant Adaptive Separation via Independence). The EASI algorithms are based on the idea of serial updating: this speci c form of matrix updates systematically yields algorithms with a simple, parallelizable structure, for both real and complex mixtures. Most importantly, the performance of an EASI algorithm does not depend on the mixing matrix. In particular, convergence rates, stability conditions and interference rejection levels depend only on the (normalized) distributions of the source signals. Close form expressions of these quantities are given via an asymptotic performance analysis. This is completed by some numerical experiments illustrating the e ectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
The problem of blind separation of sources has received some attention in the recent signal processing literature, sometimes under di erent names: blind array processing, signal copy, independent component analysis, waveform preserving estimation: : : In all these instances, the underlying model is that of n statistically independent signals whose m (possibly noisy) linear combinations are observed; the problem consists in recovering the original signals from their mixture.
The`blind' quali cation refers to the coe cients of the mixture: no a priori information is assumed to be available about them. This feature makes the blind approach extremely versatile because it does not rely on modeling the underlying physical phenomena. In particular, it should be contrasted with standard narrow band array processing where a similar data model is considered but the mixture coe cients are assumed to depend in a known fashion on the location of the sources. When the propagation conditions between sources and sensors, the sensor locations, or the receivers characteristics are subject to unpredictable variations or are too di cult to model with accuracy (think of multipaths in urban environment), it may be safer to resort to a blind procedure for recovering the source signals.
This paper addresses the issue of adaptive source separation and consider the case where any additive noise can be neglected. The signal model then is that of a mdimensional time series x t in the form :
x t = As t t = 1; 2;
(1) where x t and s t are column vectors of sizes m and n respectively and A is a m n matrix. The idea here is that vector x t results from measurements by n sensors receiving contributions from n sources. Hence, the components of s t are often termed`source signals'. Matrix A is called thè mixing matrix'. Adaptive source separation consists in updating an n m matrix B t such that its output y t : y t = B t x t (2) is as close as possible to the vector s t of the source signals (see g. 1) . Consider obtained by chaining the mixing matrix A and the separating matrix B t , that is :
(3) Ideally, an adaptive source separator should converge to a matrix B ? such that B ? A = I, or, equivalently, the global system C t should converge to the n n identity matrix I.
Outline of the paper. The main point of this paper is to introduce and study`serial updating' algorithms. De ning a serial updating algorithm consists in specifying an n n matrix-valued function y ! H(y) which is used for updating B t according to B t+1 = B t ? t H(y t )B t (4) where, as above, y t is the output of B t and t is sequence of positive adaptation steps.
After some background on the source separation problem in section I, the serial updating scheme is investigated in section II: it is shown to yield adaptive algorithms whose performance is independent of the mixing matrix A. When the algorithm is intended to optimize an objective function c(B), we show that the required function H( ) may be obtained as the`relative gradient' of the objective function. In section III, a particular function H( ) is obtained from a cumulant based approach to blind identi cation This is then generalized in section IV, into a family of adaptive source separation algorithms (35), called EASI for Equivariant Adaptive Separation via Independence, whose stability and asymptotic convergence are studied in section V. Section VI extends all the results to the complex case. This is completed in section VII by some numerical experiments illustrating the e ectiveness of the approach. I. Source separation A. Assumptions and notations. Some notational conventions are: scalars in lower case, matrices in upper case, and vectors in boldface lowercase.
The i-th component of a vector, say x, is denoted x i . The expectation operator is E and transposition is indicated by supscript T. The identity matrix is denoted I; throughout, it is the n n identity.
The following assumptions hold throughout. Assumption 1. Matrix A is full rank with n m. Assumption 2. Each component of s t is a stationary zeromean process. Some comments are in order. Assumption 3 is the key ingredient for source separation. It is a strong statistical hypothesis but a physically very plausible one since it is expected to be veri ed whenever the source signals arise from physically separated systems. Regarding assumption 4, we note that it is only a normalization convention since the amplitude of each source signal can be incorporated into A. We note that assumptions 2, 3 and 4 combine into R s def = E s t s T t ] = I:
(5) Assumption 1 is expected to hold`almost surely' in any physical situation. More important is the existence of A itself i.e. the possibility of observing instantaneous mixtures.
Instantaneous mixtures occur whenever the di erence of time of arrival between two sensors can be neglected or approximated by a phase shift so that the propagation from sources to sensors can be represented by a scalar factor : the relation between the emitted signals and the signals received on the sensors then amounts to a simple matrix multiplication as in (1) . This kind of instantaneous mixtures is the standard model in narrow-band array processing. In this context, one must then consider complex analytic signals and a complex mixing matrix A. For ease of exposition, most of the results are derived in the real case; extension to the complex case is is straightforward and described in section VI.
Finally, for source separation to be possible, there are conditions on the probability distribution of the source signals. Since this condition is algorithm-dependent, its formulation is deferred to section V-A. Anticipating a bit, we mention that at most one source signal may be normally distributed.
Before starting, it is important to mention a technical di culty, due to the following fact: without additional information (such as spectral content, modulation scheme, etc: : :), the outputs of a separating matrix cannot be ordered since the ordering of the source signals is itself immaterial (conventional): the individual source signals can be estimated up to an indetermination. Also a scalar factor can be exchanged between each source signal and the corresponding column of matrix A without modifying the observations. Hence, even with the normalization convention implied by assumption 4, the sign (real case) or the phase (complex case) of each signal remains unobservable. This may be formalized using the following de nitions: any matrix which is the product of a permutation matrix with a diagonal matrix with unit-norm diagonal elements is called a quasi-identity matrix; any matrix B ? is said to be a separating matrix if the product B ? A is a quasi-identity matrix.
The adaptive source separation problem then consists in updating an n m matrix B t such that it converges to a separating matrix or, equivalently, such that the global system C t = B t A converges to a quasi-identity matrix. The issue of indetermination is addressed at length in 24].
B. Approaches to source separation
The seminal paper on source separation is 17]. Therein, the separating matrix B is parameterized as B = (I+W) ?1 and the o -diagonal entries of W are updated with a rule like w ij w ij ? f(y i )g(y j ) where f and g are odd functions. If separation is achieved, each y i is proportional to some s j so that by the independence assumption: E f(y i )g(y j )] = Ef(y i )Eg(y j ) which cancels for symmetrically distributed sources. Hence, any separating matrix is an equilibrium point of the algorithm. This kind of equilibrium condition also appears in 12]. The Jutten-H erault algorithm is inspired by a neuromimetic approach; this line is further followed by Karhunen 18] and Chicocki 7] .
Nonlinear distortions of the output y also appear when the equilibrium condition stems from minimization of some measure of independence between the components of y.
When independence is measured by the cancelation of some 4th-order cumulants of the output, cubic nonlinearities show up, as in 11], 19].
When the sources have a known di erentiable density of probability (ddp), the maximumlikelihood (ML) estimator is easily obtained in the i.i.d. case; the (asymptotically optimal) nonlinearities are the log derivatives of the ddp's 20]. See also 2] for an ML approach for with discrete sources in unknown Gaussian noise.
Our starting point for nding a H( ) function required for serial updating is the idea of`orthogonal contrast functions'. In the context of source separation, these were introduced by Comon 9] as functions of the distribution of y which are to be optimized under a whiteness constraint: R y = Eyy T = I. Comon suggest minimizing the squared cross-cumulants of the components of y. This orthogonal contrast is also arrived at by Gaeta and Lacoume 14] as a Gram-Charlier approximation of the likelihood. A similar (and asymptotically equivalent) contrast which can be eciently optimized by a Jacobi-like algorithm, especially in the complex case, is described in 6].
When the sources have kurtosis of identical signs, simpler orthogonal contrasts may be exhibited. For instance, if all the sources have a negative kurtosis, the minimization of matrix. This is a strongly reminiscent of 4th-order objectives used in blind equalization 23]. This contrast lends itself more easily to adaptive minimization since it is the expectation of a function of the output vector y. It is used in 11] where it is optimized by a de ation technique. The resulting adaptive algorithm can be proved to be asymptotically free of spurious attractors, but the implementation is not simple.
Before closing this section, other batch estimation techniques may be mentionned: higher-order cumulants are used together with a prewhitening strategy in Tong and al. 24], 25]; fourth-order-only is investigated in 5], 4]; purely second-order is possible if the sources have di erent spectra as investigated in 13], 21], 1], 24] and also in 15] in an adaptive implementation.
C. Equivariant source separation.
Our approach to adaptive source separation may be motivated by rst considering batch estimation. Consider the problem of estimating matrix A form T samples X T = x(1); : : :; x(T)] where we assume for simplicity that n = m (as many sources as`sensors'). A blind estimator of A is, by de nition, a function of X T only. This may be denoted by:
A particular estimator is said to be equivariant if it satis es A(MX T ) = MA(X T ) (8) for any invertible n n matrix M. Equivariant estimation is in fact a broader notion which is relevant whenever the parameters to be estimated form a group. This is indeed the case here with the multiplicative group of invertible matrices.
The equivariance property is quite natural in the context of source separation. For instance, M-estimators 16] which compute b
A as the solution of an estimation equation in the form T ?1 X t=1;T H(A ?1 x(t)) = 0 (9) are easily seen to be equivariant. The ML estimator in the i.i.d. case is an instance of M-estimator. In equation (9), the vector-to-matrix function H is as in (4): the serial algorithm (4) is a stochastic solver of equation EH(y) = 0, while the M-estimator de ned by eq. (9) solves the sample version of EH(y) = 0. The point to be made here is that, in the context of source separation, equivariant estimators exhibit uniform performance. This is to be understood in the following sense. Assume that the source signals are estimated as
A is obtained from an equivariant estimator. Then b s(t) = A(X T )] ?1 x(t) = A(AS T )] ?1 As(t) = A(S T )] ?1 s(t) (10) The last equality is obtained thanks to the equivariance property (8) and reveals that the source signals estimated by an equivariant equivariant estimator A for a particular realization S T = s(1); : : :; s(T)] depend only on S T but do not depend on the mixing matrix A. It follows that, in terms of signal separation, the performance of an equivariant algorithm does not depend at all on the mixing matrix.
That the performance of a batch algorithm may not depend on the`hardness' of the mixture is a very desirable property. However, adaptive source separation is addressed here: next section actually shows how`uniform performance properties' can be inherited by an adaptive algorithm from a batch estimation procedure.
II. Serial matrix updating

A. Serial updates
The adaptation rule (4) is termed a`serial update', because it reads equivalently B t+1 = (I ? t H t )B t . This later form evidences that B t is updated by`plugging' matrix I ? t H t at the output of the current system B t to get the updated system B t+1 (see g. 2). This could be op-
Serial update posed to`parallel updating' which would consist in adding a small matrix to B t rather than multiplying it with a matrix close to the identity. Of course, any serial update also is a parallel update where B t is updated by (formally) plugging ? t H t B t between its input and output. However, not every parallel update can be seen as a serial update because we speci cally require that the variation of B t is in the form ? t H t B t where H t depends only on the output vector y t .
Note the following two facts. On one hand, uniform performance of equivariant batch algorithms is a direct consequence of (8) which is a multiplicative equation. On the other hand, the system B t is serially updated by left multiplication by matrix I? t H t . Thus, the group structure underlying equivariance is turned into an updating rule. We show below that this simple fact actually leads to uniform performance adaptive algorithms. This is then further specialized to the case of gradient descent algorithm. Again, we take advantage of the existence of the matrix product to de ne a`relative gradient' which is consistent with the notion of serial updating. The idea is that when matrices are to be updated, speci c rules may be considered which have no equivalent for a generic adaptive system with an unstructured vector of parameters.
B. Serial updates and uniform performance
The bene ts of serial updating are revealed by considering the global mixing-unmixing system C t = B t A. Its evolution under the updating rule (4) is readily obtained by right multiplication of (4) by matrix A, yielding C t+1 = C t ? t H(C t s t )C t (11) where we used y = Bx = BAs = Cs. Hence, the global system C t also undergoes serial updating, an obvious fact anyway in the light of gure 2. This is a trivial but remarkable result because it means that, under serial updating, the evolution law of the global system is independent of the mixing matrix A in the sense described below. The reader will notice that the argument parallels the one used in previous section regarding batch algorithms.
Assume the algorithm is initialized with some matrix B o so that the global system has initial value C o = B o A. By equation (11), the subsequent trajectory fC t jt > 1g of the global system will be identical to the trajectory that would be observed for another mixing matrix A 0 , provided the initial point is B 0 o = B o AA 0 ?1 . This is pretty obvious since in both cases, the global system starts from the same initial condition and evolves according to (11) which involves only the source signals and C t . Hence, with respect to the global system C t , changing the mixing matrix A is tantamount to changing the initial condition B 0 .
The key point here is that, since the issue is the separation of the source signals, the performance of a separating algorithm is completely characterized by the global system C t and not by the individual values of B t and A; this is because the amplitude of the j-th source signal in the estimate of the i-th source signal at time t is determined only by the (i; j)-th entry of C t .
It follows that it is only needed to study the convergence of C t to a quasi-identity matrix under the stochastic rule (11) to completely characterize a serial source separation algorithm.
In summary, serial updating is the only device needed to transfer the uniform performance of equivariant batch algorithms to an adaptive algorithm.
C. The relative gradient
A serial algorithm is determined by the choice of a speci c function H. To obtain such a function, the notion of`relative gradient' is instrumental. In this section, we denote < j > the Euclidian scalar product of matrices:
< MjN >= Trace M T N] < MjM >= jjMjj 2 Fro : (12) Let (B) be an objective function of the n m matrix B, di erentiable with respect to the entries of B. The gradient of at point B is denoted @ @B ; it is the n m matrix, depending on B, whose (i; j)th entry is @ @bij . The rst order expansion of at B then reads
In order to be consistent with the perturbation of B induced by the serial serial updating rule (4), we de ne the relative gradient of at B as the n n matrix, denoted r , such that:
There is no profound di erence with the`absolute gradient' though: one easily nds that r = @ @B B T , but that the relative gradient is the appropriate quantity is con rmed in th following.
To illustrate the relevance of considering the relative gradient, we now compute it in the case where (B) is in the form (B) = Ef(y) = Ef(Bx). If function f is di erentiable everywhere, one has f(y + y) = f(y) + f 0 (y) T y + o( y) (15) where f 0 (y) is the gradient of f at y, i.e. it is the column vector whose i-th component is the partial derivative of f(y) with respect to y i . Computing the rst order expansion in matrix E of (B + EB) and comparing with (14) yields, after elementary manipulations, the relative gradient: (16) Note that this relative gradient depends only on the distribution of y. This was to be expected since modifying B in to B + EB amounts to modifying y into y + Ey, regardless of the particular values of x or B. In view of (13), the gradient rule for minimizing (B) is to modify B into B + EB with E = ? r because then the variation of is < r jE > +o(E) = ? jjr jj 2 Fro + o( ) which is negative if is a small enough positive scalar as long as r 6 = 0 . A stochastic relative gradient is obtained by deleting the expectation operator in (16) , leading to the adaptation rule:
for the stochastic minimization of Ef(y).
The key point here is that the adaptation rule (17) actually is serial updating algorithm in the form (4) with H(y) = f 0 (y)y T . According to the discussion of the previous section, it will enjoy uniform performance. The conclusion is that stochastic relative gradient algorithm yields adaptive algorithm in the serial form. Had we used the absolute gradient rather than the relative one, we would have found an updating rule not meeting the conditions for uniform performance, namely that H should depend on y only.
The process of obtaining function H via a relative gradient computation is not limited to the optimization of objectives in the form (B) = Ef(y). Recall in particular that equation (6) de nes an`orthogonal' contrast function for source separation, i.e. it is to be optimized under the constraint that the output of B is (spatially) white. Next section shows how the previous approach is easily adapted to yield the required H( ) function for orthogonally constrained optimization.
III. Serial updates for orthogonal contrasts
The contrast function 4 de ned in (6) is in the form 4 = Ef(y) but must be optimized under the decorrelation constraint R y = Eyy T = I. Batch procedures for optimizing contrast functions under this constraint have been described in 6], 9], 8]; they are based on factoring the separating matrix as B = UW where W an n m whitening matrix and U is an n n orthogonal matrix: there is an We now show how this program is completed in the adaptive context with serial updates: serial updates of a whitening matrix W and of an orthogonal matrix U are rst obtained and then combined into a unique serial updating rule for B.
A. Serial update of a whitening matrix
It is desired to adapt a matrix W such that it converges to a point where R z = I. This is obtained by minimizing a`distance' between R z and I. The Kullback{Leibler divergence 10] between two zero-mean normal distributions with covariance matrices equal to R z and I respectively is K(R z ) def = Trace(R z ) ? log det(R z ) ? n: (19) Hence a whitening matrix is a minimizer of 2 (W) def = K(WR x W T ): (20) Computing the relative gradient is easily done in two steps.
First, if W is modi ed into W + W = W + EW, the corresponding variation of R z = WR x W T is
Second, the di erential of function K is known to be (21) and (22) yields, after simpli cation:
The serial adaptive whitener is obtained by deleting the expectation operator:
(24) Interestingly enough, this rule can be shown to correspond the rst order (in ) approximation of the Potter formula 22] for the recursive computation of the inverse square root of a covariance matrix estimated with an exponential window. In this instance, the serial approach is seen to correspond to an optimal solution. B. Serial update of an orthogonal matrix It is desired to adapt an orthogonal matrix U such that 4 (U) = Ef(y) = Ef(Uz) is minimized. Unconstrained minimization of such an objective leads to the updating rule (17) which does not preserve the orthogonality of U. Orthogonality could be preserved by some parameterization of the orthogonal matrices (as product of Givens rotations for instance), but this solution is to be discarded because it would result in losing the uniform performance property of serial adaptation and also because we ultimately want to get rid of the factorization of B into two distinct matrices W and U. Hence, we rather stick to the idea that U should be updated in the form U + EU but note that if U is orthogonal, i.e. UU T = I, then Of course, such an updating rule does not preserve exactly unitarity, but only at rst order in . Next section shows that this problem disappears when the whitening stage and the orthogonal stage are considered altogether.
C. The one-stage solution
A global updating rule for matrix B = UW is obtained by computing B t+1 = U t+1 W t+1 where W t+1 is given by (24) and U t+1 by (26). From (26), we readily obtain
From (24) and using U T t U t = I and y t = U t z t , we get U t W t+1 = B t ? t U t z t z T t ? I]W t = B t ? t y t y T t ? I]B t :
(28) There is no reason to use the same step size in (27) and (28), but since a ratio di erent from 1 could be integrated in f, we do assume here an identical value, and the resulting adaptation for B t , dropping the term in 2 t , then just is 
Hence, we do arrive at an algorithm for updating a separating matrix B in the serial form. This completes the program of this section.
IV. The EASI algorithms
In the previous section, the notion of serial update applied to a 4th-order contrast function provided us with a speci c form (30) for the function H(y) required in the serial approach. The source separation algorithms to be considered in this paper improves on (30) by modifying it in two respects. First, we consider using functions other than f 0 (y) for increased exibility. Second, stabilizing factors are introduced which are needed since nite adaptation steps are used in practice. This is discussed in the next two subsections and yields a family of adaptive source separation algorithms as summarized by eqs. The condition (31) is that the output y is spatially white and matches the normalization convention (5). This condition ensures the second-order independence (i.e. decorrelation) of the separated signals. It is however clearly not su cient for determining a separating matrix since, if the output y is further rotated by some orthogonal matrix, the condition R y = I is preserved but source separation is no longer achieved. Hence, other than second order conditions are required and these are provided by (32). If the components of y are mutually independent, then, for i 6 = j, one has E y i f 0 j (y j )] = Ey i Ef 0 j (y j ) which cancels by the zero mean assumption, Thus condition (32) is satis ed if B is a separating matrix. This conclusion reached using only the fact that f 0 acts componentwise. Thus, de ning a componentwise nonlinear function g: g(y) = g 1 (y 1 ); : : :; g n (y n )] T ; 
B t+1 = B t ? t y t y T t ? I + g(y t )y T t ? y t g(y t ) T B t
(35) We note that the functions g i must be nonlinear: if any two functions g i and g j are linear, then the corresponding entries in the skew-symmetric part of H(y) provide only second-order equilibrium conditions which are redundant with those provided by the symmetric part of H(y).
B. Normalization
In some applications like digital communications, fast convergence is required, implying the use of`large' adaptation steps (say > 10 ?2 ) which may cause explosive behavior if no special provisions are taken. We note that a stabilization procedure should not be based on clipping the entries of the separating matrix or renormalizing its rows. In fact, stabilization should not involve any action on the separating matrix itself, because this would spoil the uniform performance property. Hence, stabilization should rather be implemented by preventing H( ) to take too large values, suggesting the following normalized form:
Normalized EASI algorithms for adaptive source separation B t+1 = B t ? t y t y T t ? I 1 + t y T t y t + g(y t )y T t ? y t g(y t ) T 1 + t jy T t g(y t )j B t (36) which is very similar to the modi cation of the LMS algorithm into the`normalized LMS'. It o ers the following advantages. It entails very little extra computation with respect to (30) and it does not introduce additional parameter. Also, when the system is close to a stationary point, the covariance of y is close to the identity matrix so that, for reasonably small , the normalized version is expected to behave like the raw version (as con rmed in section VII) for which a detailed performance analysis is possible. Finally, the choice of the denominators is such that a natural protection against the outliers is granted. Finally, the normalized form has proved very satisfactory in the numerical experiments.
C. Discussion
Stability and permutations. The choice of the nonlinear function g is of course crucial to the performance of the algorithm. For any choice of g, a separating matrix a stationary point but the real issue is the stability of the separating matrices. The stability condition is (48), established below by an asymptotic analysis which also give some clues as how to choose and scale the nonlinear functions g 1 , : : :, g n . We note here that this analysis is led for C t being close to the identity matrix, but the case where C t converges to another permutation matrix reduces to the previous case by permuting accordingly the nonlinear functions acting at the output of B t . Uniform performance and the noise. The uniform convergence property rigorously holds if model (1) is veri ed exactly, as discussed above. In particular, one can deal with arbitrarily ill conditioned mixtures, a fact which may appear paradoxical : the intrinsic hardness of array processing is known to depend on the conditioning of matrix A. This is not true, though, in the speci c case of model (1) which ignores any additive noise. In practice, some noise is always present and the claim of uniform performance may be more cautiously restated as: matrix A determines an upper limit to the noise level, under which the performance of EASI does not depend on A. On the scale indetermination. Because of the scaling indeterminations inherent to the source separation problem, some parameters have to be arbitrarily xed. Quite often, this is achieved by constraining the separating matrix. For instance, its diagonal elements or those of its inverse are xed to unity 17], 19] or the rows of B t are normalized 20]. In contrast, EASI does not constrain the separating matrix; indeterminations are dealt with by requiring that the output signals have unit variance. This solution is necessary to get uniform performance but also o ers another important bene t: knowing in advance the range of the output signals allows to properly scale the non linearities. Assume for instance, that the hyperbolic tangent is used at the rst output, i.e. g 1 (y 1 ) = tanh( y 1 ). Here is a real parameter which should not be chosen too small because this would make the tangent to work in its linear domain. However, the choice of depends on the scale of y 1 which is known in advance when indeterminations are xed by requiring unit variance output signals. In contrast, if indeterminations are xed by constraining B, the range of y 1 may be arbitrarily large or small, depending on the mixing matrix A.
V. Asymptotic analysis
In this section, we evaluate the quantities governing the stability and the performance of serial adaptive algorithms. Since theoretical results are mainly available in the limit of arbitrarily small step size, we use the form (34) of function H( ) rather than the normalized version of (36). This approximation has negligible impact as checked in the experimental section VII.
We informally recall some de nitions and results (see 3]) about stochastic algorithms in the form t+1 = t ? t ( t ; x t ) 
Clearly, this result does not apply in full rigor to the source separation problem where there are several basins of attraction. However, in practical applications, the step size is chosen to ensure that the probability of jumps from one separating matrix to another is su ciently small. The close form solution of equation (39) is given below and is indeed found to predict with great accuracy the residual error of source separation observed in numerical simulations (see section VII). We recall that it is only needed to study the dynamics of the global system C t as given by (11) . The above results apply to our algorithm by the identi cations t ! C t and, according to (11) , ( ; x) ! H(Cs)C . It is also needed to vectorize these matrices. The following convention turns out convenient: an n n matrix is turned into a n 2 1 vector by rst stacking the (i; j)-th and (j; i)-th entries for each 1 i < j n. and then appending the diagonal terms of the matrix, For instance, matrix C corresponds to vector : = ; c ij ; c ji ; The signi cant fact in eq. (43) (holding for 1 i n) and in eq. 44) (holding for 1 i < j n) is the pairwise decoupling. It means that, with the vectorization (41), matrix ? is block diagonal: there are n(n ? 1)=2 blocks of size 2 2 equal to DJ ij D ?1 for 1 i < j n and n`blocks' of size 1 1 with entries equal to 2. Since the eigenvalues of J ij are 2 and i + j , we get the following Stability condition: i + j > 0 for 1 i < j n (48) for a separating matrix B such that BA = I.
The stability conditions for these separating matrices B such that BA is a permutation are very similar. Indeed, if the source signal s i is present at the (i)-th output of B, then it undergoes the non-linearity g (i) . Hence, the stability of this separating B is subject to condition (48) provided the moments i are understood as E g 0 (i) (s i )?s i g (i) (s i )]. Obviously when identical functions g i are used or when sources with identical distributions have to be separated, the stability condition is veri ed for C ? being any permutation if it is veri ed for C ? = I. The case where C ? is a permutation matrix with some 1's changed to ?1, i.e. when C ? is any quasi-identity, leads again to the same condition when the g i 's are odd functions because the moments i are then invariant under a change of sign.
The non-linear moments i deserve some comments. First note that if g i is a cubic distortion : g i (s i ) = s 3 i , then i = 3 ? Ejs i j 4 since Ejs i j 2 = 1. This just the opposite of the fourth-order cumulant (or kurtosis) of s i . The stability condition for cubic non-linearities then is that the sum of the kurtosis of any two sources must be negative. This condition (48) is weaker than the requirement that all source signals have a negative kurtosis. In particular, the stability condition (48) is veri ed if one source is Gaussian (in which case, its kurtosis is zero) and the other sources have negative kurtosis. Also note that, integrating by parts the de nition of i , it is easily seen that i = 0 if s i is a Gaussian variable, independently of the non-linear function g i . This shows that the stability condition (48) can never be met if there is more than one Gaussian source signal. Finally, if g i is a linear function, then i = 0: it is seen that all the functions g i but possibly one must be non linear to make a separating matrix stable.
B. Asymptotic covariance and rejection rates
In this section, we give close form expressions for the rejection rates obtained after convergence with a`small' Hence, we are interested in computing pairwise rejection rates, which correspond to intersymbol interference in the terminology of equalization, and are de ned by: ISI ij = Ej(C t ? I) ij j 2 :
(50) If C t is`vectorized' in a n 2 -dimensional parameter vector, these quantities are the diagonal elements of matrix Cov( ). The computations are deferred to appendix B as well as the results for sources with di erent distributions.
For signals with identical distributions and a single nonlinearity g( ) = g i ( ), there is only one extra moment involved: def = Eg 2 (s) Es 2 ? E 2 g(s)s]
where s is any of the s i 's. The rejection rates are (necessarily) identical and given by ISI = ISI ij = 1 4 + 2 :
(52) Note that is positive by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and is positive by the stability condition. Hence, we have ISI 4 (53) and this bound is reached when s = 1 with equal probability and g is an odd function because then = 0.
C. Tuning the nonlinearities
The analytical results obtained above provide us with guidelines for choosing the nonlinearities in g( ). We do not intend to address this issue in full generality and will discuss here only the simplest case, often encountered in practice, where the sources have identical distributions. Since there is no reason in this case to use di erent nonlinearities, we take g 1 ( ) = = g n ( ) = g( ) and all the nonlinear moments are then also equal: we denote = i and = i . Three points are discussed below.
Local convergence. The mean eld H(C) then has a very simple local structure when C is close to any quasi-identity attractor C ? : equations (44) (55) meaning that all the deviations to a separator are locally isotropically pulled back, a bene t usually reserved to Newton-like algorithms. Rejection rates. The nonlinear function g can be chosen to minimize the rejection rates under the constraint that its amplitude is xed by the requirement of isotropic local convergence. In view of (52), the optimal nonlinearity should minimize under the constraint that = 1. This optimization problem is easily solved by the Lagrange multiplier method when the source signals are identically distributed with a di erentiable probability density function p(s). The optimal nonlinearity is found to be 
As a nal comment, we note that the various nonlinear moments appearing during performance analysis are not homogeneous and, unlike cumulants, cannot generally be normalized. This is an unavoidable e ect when arbitrary nonlinearities are used. They are de ned for unit variance random variables and, in any application, the source signals should be normalized to unit variance before the corresponding formulas are theoretically or empirically evaluated. It should be clear that our results giving the stability conditions and the rejection rates are valid regardless of thè true' scale of the source signals.
VI. The complex case
At this stage, the processing of complex valued signals and mixtures is obtained straightforwardly from the real case by understanding the transposition operator T as the transpose-conjugation operator and understanding unitary' in place of`orthogonal'. The discussion in section IV-A on stationarity of the separating matrices carries over to the complex case with only one restriction: the diagonal terms of the skew-symmetric part of EH(s) are not necessarily zero unless the scalar-to-scalar functions g i are restricted to be phase-preserving, i.e. of the form g i (y i ) = y i l i (jy i j 2 ) 1 i n (58) where the l i 's are real-valued functions. In order to easily extend the performance analysis to the complex case, it must be assumed that the source signals are`circularly distributed', i.e. we assume: Assumption 5. (Circularity): E s i (t) 2 ] = 0; 1 i n.
The modi cations with respect to the real case are then mainly cosmetic and the results are given below without proof.
Regarding the stability of the separating matrices, the computations are very similar to the real case: it is found that
where matrices D and J ij are as in (45), but the nonlinear moments are slightly di erent: i def = E js i j 2 l 0 i (js i j 2 ) + l i (js i j 2 ) ? js i j 2 l i (js i j 2 )]; (60) i def = E js i j 2 l 0 i (js i j 2 ) + l i (js i j 2 ) + js i j 2 l i (js i j 2 )]: (61)
Hence, the stability condition (48) is unchanged provided i is de ned according to (60). For cubic non-linearities, i.e. for l i (s) = s, one has i = 2 ? E js i j 4 and ? i again is the fourth-order cumulant of s i in the circular case. Regarding the asymptotic covariance, it is governed by the nonlinear moments i def = E js i j 2 l 2 i (js i j 2 )]? Ejs i j 2 l i (js i j 2 )] 2 i def = E js i j 2 l i (js i j 2 )]
(62) which are direct complex counterparts of those de ned in (72). With these de nitions, the rejections rates take the very same form, either in the i.i.d. case, as given by the simple formula (52) or in the general case as given by the general expression (81).
VII. Numerical experiments
This section illustrates some properties of EASI and investigates the accuracy of the theoretical results, since these are only asymptotics (small ). All the experiments are done in the complex case (but in gure 7). Figures 4 to 6 display trajectories of the modulus of the coe cients of the global system C t . Hence, an experiment with n sources is illustrated by a plot with n 2 trajectories, with n of them getting close to 1 and the other getting close to zero.
Fast convergence is rst illustrated by gure 4 for two i.i.d. QAM16 sources using the basic cubic nonlinearity g i (y) = jy i j 2 y i for 1 i n. The dashed lines represent two standard deviations computed from (52) and (75). Figure 7 illustrates the isotropic convergence with a balanced nonlinearity. It displays the evolution of a logarithmic distance of C t to the identity, namely 20 log 10 jjC t ? Ijj Fro , with a constant step size. Each curve corresponds to a di erent initial condition. These initial conditions are randomly chosen but are at a xed Frobenius distance from the identity matrix. Both panels are for cubic nonlinearities and uniformly distributed sources which have a normalized kurtosis equal to ?6=5 (this is the only experiment with real signals). Isotropic convergence is achieved by taking g(s) = 5=6 s 3 , so that = 1 as suggested in the discussion of section V-C. The resulting trajectories are displayed in the lower panel, where the dashed line corresponds to a distance varying as exp(?2 t). The upper panel displays trajectories for g(s) = 0:2 s 3 : they are sandwiched between two dashed lines corresponding to exp(?2 t) and exp(?2 0:2 5=6 t) which are the mean decaying rates for the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts respectively. Hence, according to the respective proportion of symmetric and skew-symmetric errors in C 0 , various decaying rates are observed, while the lower panel shows logarithmic slopes which are essentially independent of the initial condition.
The rejection rates predicted by (52) have been experimentally measured in the case of n = 2 sources. Results are reported in table I. The following xed step sizes are used: = 0:1; 0:3; 0:01; 0:003. For each step size, N MC = 500 trajectories are simulated. The initial point is C o = I and the sample estimate of ISI 12 is computed over a trajectory in the range 5= < t < 35= (the scaling with 1= is adopted to get a constant relative precision). The resulting N MC values are further averaged and also used to determine an experimental standard deviation. The table presents the mean plus and minus two standard deviations of ?1 ISI 12 . There are no results presented for = 0:1 and QAM16 signals for the non-normalized algorithms because a significant fraction of divergent trajectories have been observed. In all the other cases, representing 15 500 trajectories, no divergence have been observed. It appears that asymptotic analysis correctly predicts the rejection rates for step sizes as large as = 0:01. We also note that normalization does not a ect much the empirical performance. 
VIII. Conclusion
A class of adaptive algorithms for the blind separation of sources has been introduced. It is based on the idea of serial updating by which the uniform performance property of equivariant estimators is directly inherited by the corresponding adaptive serial algorithms. For adaptive algorithms, the uniform performance property means that changing the mixing matrix is equivalent to changing the initial condition. As a result, the characteristics of a serial algorithm, such as the stability conditions, the convergence rates or the residual errors, do not depend on the mixing matrix.
A serial algorithm is de ned by specifying a vector-tomatrix mapping H verifying EH(s) = 0 if the random vector s has independent components. While many such mappings may be devised, we have considered a speci c class, where the symmetric part of H corresponds to a second order condition of independence (decorrelation) while the skew-symmetric part involves nonlinear functions. This structure allows a simple, very regular implementation in the real case as well as in the complex case. By its very structure, the algorithm can be used`as is' when more sensors than sources are available.
The asymptotic analysis for arbitrary nonlinearities reveals a pairwise decoupling, pairwise stability conditions and yields the rejection rates in close form. These results allow the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts to be balanced in order obtain isotropic local convergence and the non linearity to be shaped in order to maximize interference rejection. 
There is no need evaluating the terms for i = j because these disappear in the anti-symmetrization. Focusing on the terms with i 6 = j, we next nd that Es a g j (s j ) = (j; a) Es j g j (s j ) (67) Es i s b g 0 j (s j ) = (i; b) Es 2 i Eg 0 j (s j ) for i 6 = j (68) because the source signals are independent with zero mean.
It follows that, for i 6 = j, Ey i g j (y j ) = E ij Es j g j (s j ) + E ji Es 2 (74) This is a pleasant nding since it means that P has the same block diagonal structure as ?, allowing the Lyapounov equation (39) to be solved blockwise. Further, the blocks having sizes 1 and 2, close form solutions can be worked out.
Solving for the 1 1 blocks is immediate: each scalar equation yields 
From this, an explicit expression for Cov(C ij ) is readily obtained. We skip some additional uninspiring algebraic reorganization which yields the form most appropriate for our concerns:
EjC ij j 2 = Cov(C ij ) = ( 
